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Nicotinic AChRs (nAChRs) represent a paradigm for ligand-gated
ion channels. Despite intensive studies over many years, our
understanding of the mechanisms of activation and inhibition for
nAChRs is still incomplete. Here, we present molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations of the ␣7 nAChR ligand-binding domain, both in
apo form and in ␣-Cobratoxin-bound form, starting from the
respective homology models built on crystal structures of the
acetylcholine-binding protein. The toxin-bound form was relatively stable, and its structure was validated by calculating mutational effects on the toxin-binding affinity. However, in the apo
form, one subunit spontaneously moved away from the conformation of the other four subunits. This motion resembles what has
been proposed for leading to channel opening. At the top, the C
loop and the adjacent ␤7-␤8 loop swing downward and inward,
whereas at the bottom, the F loop and the C terminus of ␤10 swing
in the opposite direction. These swings appear to tilt the whole
subunit clockwise. The resulting changes in solvent accessibility
show strong correlation with experimental results by the substituted cysteine accessibility method upon addition of acetylcholine.
Our MD simulation results suggest a mechanistic model in which
the apo form, although predominantly sampling the ‘‘closed’’
state, can make excursions into the ‘‘open’’ state. The open state
has high affinity for agonists, leading to channel activation,
whereas the closed state upon distortion has high affinity for
antagonists, leading to inhibition.
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icotinic AChRs (nAChRs) are a well studied prototype for
ligand-gated ion channels (1–19). nAChRs are pentamers
consisting of either homo or hetero subunits. The N-terminal
extracellular regions of the subunits make up the ligand-binding
domain (LBD), with two or five binding sites in hetero and homo
pentamers, respectively. The central regions form the transmembrane domain (TMD), which is an ion channel selective for
cations such as Na⫹, K⫹, and Ca2⫹ [supporting information (SI)
Fig. S1]. A central issue is the mechanisms of channel activation
by agonists and inhibition by antagonists. How is agonist/
antagonist binding transmitted to trigger channel opening/
closing? What are the necessary conformational changes? Experimental and computational studies together have begun to
provide mechanistic insights at the atomic level. Here, we
present a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation study of the ␣7
nAChR LBD (consisting of five ␣-type subunits), both in apo
form and in ␣-Cobratoxin-bound form. Our simulation results
are in broad agreement with a wealth of experimental data.
Combining the present work with experimental data and previous computational results, we propose a mechanistic model in
which the apo form, although predominantly sampling the
‘‘closed’’ state, can make excursions into the ‘‘open’’ state.
Details of the conformational change leading to channel activation/inhibition are presented.
A number of structural models for the conformational changes
leading to channel activation have been proposed. In the model
proposed by Unwin (15), the inner ␤ sheet of the extracellular
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region of each subunit rotates clockwise relative to the outer ␤
sheet (top view in Fig. S1 A); the inner ␤ sheet is assumed to be
coupled to the TMD, and hence when the former rotates, the
latter is dragged along, leading to channel opening. However, the
proposed relative rotation between the two ␤ sheets is not seen
in MD simulations (9, 13) and does not appear to be consistent
with acetylcholine-induced changes in residue solvent accessibilities measured by the substituted cysteine accessibility method
(SCAM) (10, 19).
From normal mode analysis, Changeux, Karplus, and coworkers (14, 18) proposed the lowest-frequency mode as the model
for channel activation. In this ‘‘quaternary twist’’ model, the
LBD rotates counterclockwise around the central axis, and the
TMD rotates in the opposite direction (top view). This motion
was also found to be the first mode in a normal mode analysis
of McCammon and coworkers (16), but the latter authors built
a structural model for channel activation by linearly combining
the first and second modes. The resulting model appears to
reproduce some aspects of the Unwin model. McCammon and
coworkers (17) also carried out targeted MD simulations, in
which the C loop is pulled from the ‘‘up’’ to the ‘‘down’’ position
(side view in Fig. S1B); the latter position is observed when an
agonist is bound (20). This downward motion of the C loop
triggers the motion of the tip of the F loop, the C terminus of ␤10,
and the ␤1-␤2 loop in the opposite direction. The latter motion
is coupled to rotation of the TMD, which in turn is assumed to
lead to channel opening.
Our study is based on MD simulations in explicit solvent. The
toxin-bound form is found to be relatively stable, and the
structure of the LBD–toxin complex is validated by comparing
calculated mutational effects on the binding affinity against
experimental data (8). In the apo form, one subunit spontaneously moves away from the ‘‘closed’’ conformation of the other
subunits, with motions resembling those obtained in targeted
MD simulations (17). We propose that this subunit has undergone a transition from the closed to the open conformation,
whereas the other four subunits remain in the closed conformation. The details of our open conformation correlate well with
the SCAM results of Rosenberg and coworkers (10, 19). In
particular, relative to the closed conformation, both our MD
simulations and SCAM find that residues M37 and M40 in the
␤1 strand have decreased solvent accessibility, whereas N52 in ␤2
has increased solvent accessibility. The F loop residues N170 and
E172 also show opposite changes in solvent accessibility.
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Fig. 1. Sequence alignment between G. gallus ␣7 receptor LBD and L.
stagnalis AChBP. ␣7 residue numbering is shown. Identical residues are colored in green. ␣ helix and ␤ strands in inner and outer sheets are indicated by
yellow, blue, and red bars, respectively.
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Homology Model, Conformational Distortions, and Flexibility. The
apo and ␣-Cobratoxin-bound forms of chicken ␣7 LBD were
built by homology on the structures of the respective forms of the
acetylcholine-binding protein (AChBP) (21, 22). The sequence
alignment between the ␣7 N-terminal region and AChBP is
shown in Fig. 1. The structures of the apo and toxin-bound forms
at the start of the MD simulations are shown in Fig. 2. The two
starting structures superimposed very well except for the C and
F loops. These loops form the toxin-binding site, and the changes
are necessary to accommodate the bound toxin (21–23). The five
subunits in either the apo or toxin-bound form will be referred
to by their colors shown in Fig. 2; subunit-specific properties will
be presented using the same color code.
The rmsds of the individual subunits from their starting
conformations are shown in Fig. 3 A and B for the apo and
toxin-bound forms, respectively. In the toxin-bound form, the
rmsds reached stable values in ⬇1 ns; the rmsds among the five
subunits averaged ⬇1.4 Å. In the apo form, the rmsds stabilized
more slowly. For three of the subunits, with colors red, green,
and blue, the rmsds also plateaued at 1.4 Å after ⬇5 ns. The rmsd
of the orange subunit gradually increased all of the way to the
end of the 60 ns of simulations, reaching as much as 2.4 Å. The
change in rmsd of the cyan subunit with time was intermediate.
The rms fluctuation (rmsf) of each subunit around its average
conformation was calculated after discarding the first 5 ns of
simulations (Fig. 3 C and D). Relative to the red, green, blue, and
cyan subunits of the apo form, the toxin-bound form shows lower
flexibilities in the C loop, the adjacent ␤7-␤8 loop, and residues
162–167 of the F loop. The lower flexibilities of the C and F loops
in the toxin-bound form most likely arise from stabilizing
interactions with the bound toxin. The behavior of the orange

Fig. 3. Conformational change during MD simulations. (A and B) rmsds of
individual subunits from their starting conformations in the apo and toxinbound forms, respectively. In A, the black curve is the mean of the red, green,
and blue subunits; in B, the black curve is the mean all of the five subunits.
rmsds were calculated by using C␣ atoms in ␤ strands. (C and D) C␣ rmsf in the
apo and toxin-bound forms, respectively. Black curve in C is the mean of four
subunits (excluding orange subunit); black curve in D is the mean of all five
subunits. (E) Local conformational change of the apo orange subunit from the
mean structure (in gray) of the red, green, and blue subunits (arrows indicate
directions of relative motion). The displayed structures are the respective
averages in the period of 5–30 ns along the apo trajectory.

Fig. 2. Homology models of apo and toxin-bound ␣7 LBD, shown in top view.
The five subunits are shown in different colors. Perpendicular arrows in the
vestibule of the apo form indicate viewing directions.
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subunit of the apo form is mixed, with high flexibility seen in
residues 162–167 of the F loop (resembling the other four
subunits of the apo form) but low flexibility seen in the C and
␤7-␤8 loops (resembling the toxin-bound form).
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Fig. 5. Comparison in changes in solvent accessibility upon activation between MD simulations and SCAM. The MD simulation result for each residue
(in Å2) was calculated by taking the difference in solvent accessibility between
the apo orange subunit and the mean of the other four subunits (averaged
over the period of 15–35 ns). For residues M37 to N52, the displayed SCAM
results were ⫺5ln (kM⫹/kM⫺), where kM⫹ and kM⫺ are the modification rate
constants measured in the presence and absence of acetylcholine, respectively
(19). For residues N170 to D174, the displayed SCAM results were the difference in percentage inhibition with and without acetylcholine (10).

Fig. 4. Tilt of subunits along the MD trajectories. (A and B) Tilt angles in the
apo and toxin-bound forms, respectively. (C) Tilt of the orange subunit at
22.02 ns of the apo trajectory (relative to the starting structure in gray). (D)
Cartoon illustrating tilt of all five subunits. Upper and Lower show side and top
views, respectively.

The differences in rmsd and rmsf between the orange subunit
and the other four subunits in the apo form prompted us to
scrutinize the specific conformational change occurred in the
orange subunit. In Fig. 3E, we compare the average structure of
the orange subunit in the period of 5–30 ns with the mean
structure of the red, green, and blue subunits in the same period.
From a side view, the C loop and the adjacent ␤7-␤8 loop of the
orange subunit appear to swing downward and inward, whereas
the F loop and the C terminus of ␤10 swing in the opposite
direction. The ␤1-␤2 loop swings inward (toward the vestibule).
The opposite swings of the C and F loops are reminiscent of the
motions seen in the targeted MD simulations of McCammon and
coworkers (17). Note that in our simulations, the opposite swings
occurred spontaneously, whereas in the study of McCammon
and coworkers (17), the motions were triggered by pulling the C
loop from the up to the down position, which was supposed to
mimic agonist binding. In the cyan subunit, the C loop also
moved toward the down position, but the rest of the molecule did
not experience additional distortion, leading to the intermediate
rmsd shown in Fig. 3A. The mean structure of the red, green, and
blue subunits of the apo form largely resembles the mean
structure of the toxin-bound form, except for the C loop, which
forms part of the toxin-binding site (Fig. S2).
Tilting of Apo Orange Subunit. In addition to the local motions of

the C and F loops, the apo orange subunit also exhibited
rigid-body-like rotation. In general, overall rotation can be
decomposed into rotations around three perpendicular axes. We
set two of these to be those defining the top and side views, which
are displayed as blue and red arrows in Figs. 2 and 4. Relative
to the other four subunits in the apo form (Fig. 4A), the orange
subunit developed a clockwise tilt (side view down the red axis;
Fig. 4C). This tilt was particularly prominent in the period of
15–35 ns, reaching ⬎10° at ⬇22 ns. In comparison, none of the
five toxin-bound subunits exhibited any systematic tilt (Fig. 4B).
The tilt of the apo orange subunit follows the directions of the
swings of the C and F loops. It is thus tempting to suggest that
8282 兩 www.pnas.org兾cgi兾doi兾10.1073兾pnas.0710530105

the swings of the loops triggered the tilt of the orange subunit as
a whole.
If the other four apo subunits were to tilt in the same way as
the orange subunit, then the LBD as a whole would appear to
rotate counterclockwise when viewed from the top (Fig. 4D).
This is the same motion seen in the first mode of normal mode
analyses (14, 16, 18). We propose that the apo orange subunit is
in the open conformation, with the swings of the C and F loops
and concomitant tilt of the whole subunit leading to channel
opening. In our simulations, only one subunit in the apo form
made the excursion to the open conformation, whereas the other
four subunits remained in the closed conformation. The receptor
most likely becomes activated only after two or more subunits
take up the open conformation (24, 25). Perhaps the probability
for more than one subunit to be simultaneously in the open
conformation is low, making spontaneous channel opening an
infrequent event.
Experimental Evidence for Proposed Open Conformation. The ago-

nist-induced conformational change of the LBD in the chicken
␣7 receptor has been probed by SCAM (10, 19). After channel
activation, residues M37 and M40 on the ␤1 strand become more
buried, but N52 on the neighboring ␤2 strand becomes more
exposed (10). Similarly, at the tip of the F loop, residue N170
becomes more exposed, but the neighboring E172 becomes more
buried (19). These opposite changes in solvent accessibilities of
neighboring residues would be difficult to rationalize by models
for channel activation based on rigid-body rotation alone.
However, our proposed open conformation is in broad agreement with the SCAM results, as demonstrated by the differences
in residue solvent accessibility between the orange and the other
four subunits. These differences, averaged over the period of
15–35 ns, are displayed in Fig. 5 for 12 residues on which SCAM
data (10, 19) are available. Overall, the differences in solvent
accessibility between the proposed open and closed conformations are in the same directions as the agonist-induced changes
in solvent accessibility obtained by SCAM. The opposite changes
in solvent accessibility between M40 and N52 and between N170
and E172 are reproduced by the open and closed conformations
in our simulations. The only notable disagreement between our
simulations and the SCAM data is for residues V42 and E44,
located around the C terminus of ␤1. The solvent accessibility of
these residues increased in the open conformation, but SCAM
Yi et al.

Structural Validation of the LBD–Toxin Complex by Mutation Effects.

As the results in Figs. 3 B and D and Fig. 4B indicate, relative to
the apo form, the toxin-bound form was more rigid and showed
a higher degree of homogeneity among the five subunits. It can
thus be suggested that toxin binding locked the subunits in the
closed conformation.
Changeux and coworkers (8) measured the effects of a large
number of mutations on the binding affinity between the chicken
␣7 receptor and ␣-Cobratoxin. These data provided an opportunity for us to assess the structure of the LBD–toxin complex
obtained from our homology modeling and MD simulations. We
chose to calculate the effects of five single charge mutations that
showed the highest decreases in binding affinity. Such an approach has previously allowed us to rationalize mutational
effects on binding affinity and validate the structure of an ion
channel–toxin complex derived from MD simulations (26–28).
Of the five chosen mutations, four (D27R, R33E, K35E, and
R36E) were on the toxin, at the tip of the central loop, and one
(F186E) was on the C loop of the LBD (Fig. S4A). The
mutational effects were calculated on five snapshots from the
toxin-bound trajectory between 9 and 14 ns. Although our
structure lacked the TMD, this domain is distant from the
toxin-binding site and hence is not expected to affect the
calculation results. Overall, the mutational effects calculated on
the MD structure agree well with the experimental data, although the calculation underestimated the effect of the F186E
mutation (Fig. S4B). The agreement suggests that the structure
of the LBD–toxin complex generated by the MD simulations is
reasonable.
Mechanistic Model for Channel Activation and Inhibition. Changeux

and Edelstein (5) have described nAChRs as allosteric proteins,
in which each subunit spontaneously transitions between conformational states, and ligands (e.g., agonist, antagonist, and
buffer molecules) can change a preexisting equilibrium among
the conformational states. In line with this description, singlechannel currents recorded by Jackson (2) demonstrated spontaneous opening of a nAChR channel, suggesting that ‘‘the
Yi et al.

acetylcholine receptor briefly and infrequently fluctuates into an
active state in the absence of agonist.’’ The spontaneous opening
was inhibited by snake toxin binding. Mutational effects on
spontaneous opening observed by Grosman and Auerbach (7)
further indicate that ‘‘both unliganded and diliganded gating
result from the same global conformational change,’’ and that
the five subunits make independent contributions to gating. Our
simulations provide a glimpse into the molecular details in such
a spontaneous conformational change.
By combining our MD simulations with previous experimental
and computational studies, a mechanistic model for nAChR
channel activation and inhibition emerges. As Fig. S5 illustrates,
in the apo form, the dominant conformation of a nAChR
channel is one in which each subunit as a whole is not tilted, and
the C and F loops have limited interactions with neighboring
subunits. Local conformational sampling of the C loop, by
swinging downward and inward, and of the F loop, by swinging
in the opposite direction, brings the loops into contact with their
respective neighboring subunits (Fig. S5 Right). These initial
contacts trigger the tilt of the subunit as a whole, reinforcing the
intersubunit interactions. When two adjacent subunits undergo
such a local-global conformational change at the same time, a
binding pocket for agonists is formed at their interface. Agonist
binding then locks the subunits in such an ‘‘open’’ conformation.
How might the conformational change within the LBD be
propagated to the TMD? The C terminus of ␤10 is connected to
the TMD M1 helix. We suggest that the up and outward motion
of the C terminus of ␤10 seen in our simulations would pull the
M1 helix and the N terminus of the M2 helix in the same
direction (Fig. S1 A). (The C terminus of the M2 helix serves as
a pivot point, because it is stacked against the ␤1-␤2 and Cys
loops of the LBD.) The up and outward motion of the N
terminus of the M2 helix widens the channel pore, leading to
channel opening. This type of tilting motion is precisely what is
implicated by recent experimental data for channel opening
(11, 12).
Our model for channel activation envisions that each of the
subunits can separately undergo a spontaneous conformational
change, leading to intermediate states with asymmetric arrangements among the five subunits. There is indeed structural and
functional evidence for asymmetry (3, 4, 7). These intermediate
states perhaps provide an explanation for the existence of
multiple conductance states (1, 6, 11).
The C and F loops can also swing in the reverse directions (Fig.
S5 Left). In so doing, a binding pocket for antagonists is created.
Antagonist binding locks the subunits in the closed conformation and leads to channel inhibition. The same model thus works
for both activation and inhibition. Besides being supported by
experimental and other computational studies noted already,
this model provides a natural explanation for the observation
that nAChR antagonists generally have large sizes than agonists.
Conclusion
We have explored spontaneous conformational changes of the
␣7 nAChR LBD by MD simulations in explicit solvent. The
global and local conformational change observed in one of
the subunits is consistent with previous targeted MD simulations
and normal mode analyses (17, 18). That these conformational
changes correspond to channel opening is supported by SCAM
experiments upon agonist binding (10, 19). Our study provides
atomic-scale mechanistic insight to nAChR in particular and
contributes to the understanding of spontaneous conformational
changes in protein function and regulation (29–31) in general.
While this article was in review, an x-ray structure of a
prokaryotic pentameric ligand-gated ion channel, representing
the closed conformation, was published by Hilf and Dutzler (32).
Our closed conformation proposed from MD simulations is in
agreement with this structure, both locally and globally (Fig. S6).
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indicated a decrease upon agonist binding. The decrease may
come about because of the presence of the TMD (Fig. S1 A),
which was not included in our simulations.
The conformational change that led to the differences in
solvent accessibility between the open and closed conformations,
as represented by the orange subunit and the mean of the other
four subunits, respectively, is illustrated in Fig. S3. In the closed
conformation, residue E172 was well exposed to the vestibule,
whereas N170 was partially exposed to the outside. The outward
swing (i.e., away from the vestibule) of the tip of F loop in the
open conformation brought E172 into the interface with the
subunit in the adjacent blue, decreasing E172’s solvent accessibility, and brought N170 to full exposure to the outside. The
decrease in solvent accessibility of M40 in the open conformation was due to the tilt of the subunit, which brought the lower
part of the subunit into closer contact with the blue subunit.
Distortions in the open conformation produced the opposite
changes in solvent accessibility between M37 and N52.
As further support of the proposed open conformation, the
orange subunit was found to present a binding site poised for
agonist binding. The C␣ rmsd of the principal binding-site
residues (Y92, W148, Y187, C190, and Y194) of the orange
subunit and the complementary binding-site residues (W54,
L108, Q116, and L118) on the adjacent cyan subunit averaged 1.5
Å over the 60-ns trajectory when compared with the corresponding residues in the carbamylcholine-bound AChBP structure
[Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 1UV6] (21). The average
rmsd increased from 1.7 to 2.2 Å when the other four subunits
provided the primary binding-site residues.

Relative to the closed conformation represented by the x-ray
structure, our proposed open conformation exhibits the local
and global motions highlighted above (Fig. S7). Like us, Hilf and
Dutzler also suggest outward tilting of the M2 helix as the trigger
for channel opening. As noted above, the motion of the C
terminus of ␤10 seen in our MD simulation seems to play a
critical role mediating between agonist binding and channel
opening.

saved every 10 ps for analysis. The total lengths of the MD trajectories of the
apo and toxin-bound forms were 60 and 32.65 ns, respectively.

Methods

where Gel is the total electrostatic energy (Coulomb plus solvation) of a solute
molecule. The effect of a charge mutation on the binding affinity was predicted as

Homology Modeling. The sequence alignment and molecular modeling of the
Gallus gallus ␣7 receptor LBD were performed by SWISS-MODEL (33), and the
models were checked by PROCHECK (34). The hepes-bound (PDB ID code
1UX2) (21) and ␣-Cobratoxin bound (PDB code 1YI5) (22) structures of Lymnaea stagnalis acetylcholine-binding protein were selected as the templates
for the ␣7 receptor LBD in apo and toxin-bound forms, respectively. The
sequence alignment between the ␣7 LBD and AChBP is shown in Fig. 1. For the
toxin-bound form, the five subunits of the toxin in the template (1YI5) were
copied onto the homology model of the ␣7 LBD.
MD Simulations. The apo and toxin-bound forms were solvated in truncated
octahedral periodic boxes with 17,557 water molecules and 25 sodium ions for
the former, and 46,922 water molecules and 15 sodium ions for the latter.
Energy minimization and MD simulations were performed by the AMBER
package (35) with the modified parm99 force field (36) and TIP3P water model
(37). To achieve a proper density for the systems quickly, after removing bad
contacts with 2,000 steps of energy minimization, a 20-ps constanttemperature and constant-pressure (NPT) simulation (with a 0.2-ps pressure
coupling time) was performed while restraining the backbone heavy atoms.
Then three rounds of energy minimization (consisting of 2,000, 1,000, and 500
steps, respectively) were applied while gradually decreasing the harmonic
restraining constant from 100 to 0.5 kcal/mol Å2. Finally, the whole systems
were energy-minimized for 500 steps without restraint. The MD simulations
were started by gradually heating up the systems from 50 to 298 K at
constant-temperature and constant-volume for 50 ps. Afterward, the simulations were switched to NPT. Nonbonded interactions were calculated with a
cutoff of 9 Å, and the nonbond list was updated with a 2-Å skin width. The
particle-mesh Ewald method (38) was used to treat long-range electrostatic
interactions. The average temperature and pressure were maintained with a
2-ps coupling time constant at 298 K and 1 bar, respectively (39). All bonds
involving hydrogen atoms were constrained with the SHAKE and RATTLE
algorithms (40, 41), allowing an integration time step of 2 fs. Snapshots were
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Binding Energy Calculations. Like in previous studies (26 –28, 42), the electrostatic contribution to the binding free energy was calculated as

⌬Gel ⫽ G el 共toxin-bound兲 ⫺ G el 共LBD兲 ⫺ G el 共toxin兲,
[1]

⌬⌬Gel ⫽ ⌬G el 共mut兲 ⫺ ⌬G el 共WT兲.

[2]

The UHBD program (43) was used to calculate the electrostatic energy by
solving the Poisson–Boltzmann equation. Each calculation started with a
course grid with a 1.5-Å spacing, followed by an intermediate grid with a 0.7-Å
spacing and a fine grid with a 0.25-Å spacing. The grid dimensions for all of the
three spacings were 240 ⫻ 240 ⫻ 240. The first two grids were centered at the
geometric center of the complex, whereas the last grid was centered at the site
of mutation. Mutations were modeled onto the wild-type structure, sampled
from the MD trajectory, by energy minimizing the new side chains. AMBER
atomic partial charges (44) and Bondi radii (45) were used for the electrostatic
calculations. The solute and solvent dielectric constants were set to 4 and 78.5,
respectively, with the dielectric boundary specified by the van der Waals
surface (26, 28, 42). The temperature was 298 K and ionic strength was 150 mM
(with ion exclusion radius of 2 Å).
Subunit Rigid-Body Rotation. Rotation of each subunit was represented by its
orientation in a global reference frame. The frame was identified with the
help of a set of ‘‘rigid’’ residues, those with mean rmsfs among the five
subunits ⬍0.8 Å. The z axis of the global frame was specified as the normal to
the least-squares plane of the rigid residues of the five subunits. The x axis lay
in the plane formed by the z axis and the vector pointing from the center of
the rigid residues of the five subunits to the center of the rigid residues of a
particular subunit. Rotation angles were calculated between the global
frames of a snapshot and the initial snapshot after superimposing the conformations of the subunit in these two snapshots. Rotation around the x axis
is referred to as tilt. Note that the z and x axes define the top and side views,
respectively.
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